English

Science

Spelling programme

covering: Rising stars

spelling lists, 200 High frequency words, year
3/4 national curriculum spelling list.

No-

States of matter (2)


Punctuation

Comma’s following fronted ad-

On fait le fete

Grouping matter in solids, liquids or

French alphabet

gases.

nonsense spelling.


French Happy
Birthday song.

Particles and temperature. Observing
how a matter changes state with a

verbials, semi-colons, colons, apostrophes,

French months

change in temperature.

Grammar Present perfect verb tense in contrast
to past tense, homophones, a or an.



Reading Class novels ‘Firework Maker’s Daugh-

French hang-

Evaporation, condensation and the

man.

water cycle.

Computing

hension, Guided Reading.
formal letters to an Anglo-Saxon King, end of

Movie Making

Anglo Saxons
Maple Class

year transition writing, end of year poems.

Addition and subtraction Add and subtract 3digit numbers using expanded or compact addition. Mental addition and subtraction
Multiplication and division: Use the grid method to multiply 2-digit numbers by 1-digit
numbers. Division using mental and written
methods.
Measures: Tell the time to the nearest minute,
past and to. Read analogue and digital time and
convert between the two. Time problems.
Adding and subtracting amounts of money to

ter,’ and ‘A Bear Called Paddington.’ CompreWriting Narnia story settings, Cinquain poems,

Maths

MFL

Design and

TERM 6

make films us-

give change using pounds and pence.
Statistics: Interpret and present data using bar
charts, pictograms and tables. Solve one-step
and two-step questions using information presented in bar charts and pictograms.

ing imovie.

Music

PE
Athletics
Short sprints

Forest /PSHE


Fire time with PSHE based on topic
‘Changes’

Longer sprints



Orchard Explorers

Middle distance



Forest School maths, including:

Relay
Hurdles
Long jump

-symmetry
-fractions
-arrays

History

School production. Traditional songs

-King Alfred the Great
-Later Anglo Saxon

Art/DT

kings.



Plan, design, make and evaluate
wooden boats.

-Religion. Pagan gods.

RE
Open the book

The rise and fall of



Watercolour paintings

assemblies.

Christianity.



Plan, design, make and evaluate

Collective wor-

board games.

ship.

-Culture. Jewellery.
Musical instruments

.



Sketches of Longvernal

